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Performance!Nxt Release 12.7080 
 

Flowserve is pleased to announce the latest release of Performance!Nxt, the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features and enhancements implemented in this release. 
 
Issues resolved 
 
Linear Issues 
 
21652: A user reported that Mark One with Pilot operated plug was not showing correct 
flow direction in sped sheet. This issue is resolved. 
 
21513: Rules are updated for 410SS HT trims to be NACE Compliant with Mark Series 
valves. Rules are also updated for Body Bolting materials such that only NACE compliant 
materials are available when NACE options are selected. 
 
21209: Side Operated Hand Wheel is rule blocked for VL size 100, 200 and VL-C size 
100, 150, 200 with HD or Dual springs.  
 
21497: Users are now able to print the Positioner Mounting in German language properly 
when they select German language in Print Menu dialog. 
 
21576: Data is updated to make PTFE available as soft seat material with TotalFlow 
335000. 
 
21614: A user was unable to change the quotation status for Mark Six-LF valve. This 
issue is resolved. 
 
21477: Pilot operated trim are now available even when minimum design temperature is 
less than 70°F. 
 
21443: For Kammer 385000, if Plug Material is changed to Stellite (Alloy 6) in Sizing 
screen, the same change is reflected in Specification dialog. If user selects Alloy 6 as 
Plug Material by blocking spec in rules, the stem material is retained as 1.4571. 
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21612: A user was getting error message while sizing a Multi-Z valve and thus not able 
to select a suitable valve. This issue is resolved. 
 
21641: For Kammer products, material certification printing issue with English language 
is resolved. 
 
21774: A user reported incorrect delta P ratio (delta P ratio >1) for MegaStream. This 
issue is resolved. 
 
21683: Dimensions were missing for Valtek GS when French language was used for 
printing dimensional drawings of. This issue is resolved 
 
  
Rotary Issues 
 
21426: Product data and rules are updated for Valdisk TX3 trim options like Disk Material, 
Seal Retainer Material and facings. 
 
21559: New single attribute ‘PED’ under Customer Specifications is introduced for 
TMCBV valve. This attribute has two values ‘Yes’ and ‘NA’ and replaces the entire PED 
section of the Spec sheet. 
 
21577: Face to Face standard ISA 75.08.01 is now available for selection with all ASME 
MaxFlo 4 valves. 
 
21758: A user reported that for rotary valves, estimated stroke values were not printed 
correctly when the stroke unit was selected as degrees. This issue is resolved. 
 
 
Actuator & Accessory Issues 
 
21425: A user reported that due to recent done changes in actuator sizing rules, the 
actuators were being oversized. This issue is resolved. 
 
21722: Spring forces are updated for VL Heavy Duty actuator for sizes 25 and 50. 
 
21027: CV details are updated for Logix 420 and Logix 520MD+ that help in stroke time 
calculation. 
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21521: FlowAct was sized incorrectly for records without process conditions, Also, all the 
possible actuator sizes were not available for selection. This issue is resolved. 
 
21447: Logix 500+ Series is set as default positioner for SuperNova actuator. Also, for 
the same actuator, if Logix 500 + or Logix 3000 series positioner is selected, the 
Positioner Shaft defaults to VDI/VDE 3845 (NAMUR). 
 
21190: Internal calculations are updated to reflect the correct fail action modes for VL 
Cylinder actuator. If 'Air action' is set ‘Air to Open', the failure mode sets to ‘Closed’. 
Similarly, if 'Air action' is set to 'Air to Close', the failure mode sets to ‘Open." 
 
21413: New actuator size ‘55’ is added to NAF Turnex actuator. Rules are updated for 
the same actuator to reflect the correct model code.  
  
21423: If Logix 500 + or Logix 3000 series positioner is selected with NR actuator, the 
Positioner Shaft defaults to VDI/VDE 3845 (NAMUR). 
 
 
User Interface Issues 

 
20866: A new enhanced interface is developed for handling records while importing 
records. This interface allows you to duplicate or skip records that have similar tags 
existing in a project.  
 
21493: The line # duplicate issue in Kammer spec sheet is resolved. 
 
21739: Users are not able to use the keyboard shortcut key ‘CTRL+V’ to paste the sales 
order # and other fields in Search Line Item dialog.  
 

 
Application Issues 
 
21523: If a user enters design pressure and switches back and forth between Sizing and 
Valve Manager windows, the entered values are retained.  
 

21500: The parts list is created automatically for order lock records. This will help 
manufacturing with the updated parts list if some revisions have been made.  
 
21632: For a CavStream trim, flow curve prints correctly and it's consistent between 
Sizing and Detailed Information sheet. 
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21484: Maximum Operating Pressure [MOP] is now printed on the spec sheet as Max. 
Allow. Supply in spec sheet and this data can also be extracted through report builder. 
This data is available only for VL Cylinder, VL_C Cylinder, VL_ES Cylinder, VL_UHC 
Cylinder, VR Cylinder, VR_UHC Cylinder and Cylinder Actuators. 
 
 
Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
 
Flowserve - Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer: Flowserve’s audit of Performance!Nxt Version 12.7080 determined that the resulting 
software output is consistent with industry standard calculations and Flowserve product design data. 
Flowserve welcomes reports of any error that might be discovered in the software and will promptly 
address each issue. 


